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FIiiIrig.in th. Gaps; The Shape if Subjective Contours and a Model for Their

Generation.

Abstract: The properties of isotropy, smoothness, minimum curvature and locality suggest

the shape of filled-In contours between two boundary edges. The contours are composed of

the arcs of two circles tangent to the given edges, meeting smoo thly, and minimizing the

total curvature. It Is shown that shapes meeting all the above requirement can be generated

by a network wh ich performs simple, local computations. It is suggested that the fillin g-in

process plays an important role in the early processing of visual informat ion .

I
This paper Is to appear also in Blob I cml C,krn.Ucs.

Intro duct ion

Subjective contours are perceived when the visual system fills In the gap between

distinct edges CBrigner and Gallagher 197t Coren 1972. Coren and Th.odor 1975, Gregory

1972, Gregory and Harris 1974, Kantua 1976, Schumann 19041 Other examples of filling-in

processes are the perceived trajectory in optimal Beta motion and the cont inuation of the

vlsusl field across retinal scotomataL The study of these filling-in processes has

concentrated to date on the trIliexini condition,. For Instance. under what conditions will a

complete trajectory be perceived between successively presented stimuli, or what conditions

will enhance the generation of subjective contours between distinct edges. Mother
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Important but hitherto neglected problem posed by the filling-in phenomena concerns the

that’s of the filled- in contours and trajectories. Since subjective contours are synthesized by

the visual system the exam ination of their shape might provide clues about the nature of

the mechanism that generates them. In this paper I shall first examine the shape of

subjective contours and then suggest a network capable of generating these shapes. It will

be shown that a netwo rk with the local property of trying to keep the contou rs ‘u straight

as possible’ can produce curves possess ing the global property of minimizing total curvature.

SectIon .1: The shape of subjective contours.

Of (he Infinite ly many loci passing through two given edges, which ii the one chosen

by. the visual system? Let me start the quest for an answer by stat ing three observations and

an hypothesis which will serve as guidelines for narrowin g down the range of poss ible

shapes to a unique one. The resulting curves will then be compared with actually perceived

f illed-in con tours. The four guidelines are

1. Isotropy: As far as the filled-in contours are concerned the visual field seems

approximately homogeneous and isotropic The filled- in contours produ ced by a given

figure do not change In shape when the f igure is translated or rotated.

2. Smoothness: except for some special cases of filled-in corners , the generated curves are

smooth , that is, differentiable at least once.

S. Minimum curvatu re This guideline is inspired by the resemblance of the f illed-tn

contours to a thin doubl y canti levered beam or, alternatively, to the curve known In

approximation theory as a cubic splint Both curves are, in some sense, loct of minimum

-
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curvature (Ahlberg, Nilson and Wa lsh 1967, Sokolnikoff 19~61 The shape of a subjective

contour passing through two given edges whose orientation difference is much less than n12

closely resembles the cubic spline passing through this boundary edges. At th is point I only

wish to state this resemblance informally; the minimum curvature property will receive a

formal treatment in the sequel.

4. The locality hypothesis: The operation by which a boundary edge Is extended to

generate a subjective contour is assumed to be local in nature . That is, It depends only on

the end part of the given edge to be extended and not on the shape of the entire edge.

This hypothesis is based In part on experimental observations, and partly on a theoretical

consideration that is addressed in the concluding discussion.

The experimental observation is diagrammed in figure 1. FIgure Ia depicts a

subjective contour b between two boundary edges A and B. In lb an edge E is added on b

and in Ic a new edge which we shall call A-E occupies the entire portion of b from A to E.

The shape of the filled-In contours remains the same In all the three variations. It Is

assumed here chat a contour between edges El and E2 is created by generating a set of

possible extensions of El, another set extending E2, and then choos ing one of the resulting

curves connecting El and E2. The fact that the contours produced by E (figure Ib) and by

A-Z (figure ic) are identical Is readily explained If we adopt the locality assumption, since

according to this hypothes is the extension in both cases depends on E alone.

The four guidelines are suffi cient to resolve the shapes of the filled-In contours.

L.t the set of possi ble extenstons at A be Ll, L2,... ~.Lk. One of them,say Ll,

together with a curve coming from B produce the contour b. If we now replace A In figure

L ...~ ~~~~~~~~~ ... . . ... ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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A-E

A~ A

a b C

F1gur. 1

Adding the edges £ or A4 dos not change the shape of the filled-tn

contour b .
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4.

1* by the extended edge A-E (figure Ic) the contour does not change in shape. Since In the

second case the contour Is produced by E (the locality assumption) we deduce that E-Ll, the

portion of LI from E onwards, Is also one of the ‘repertoire’ of possible extensions of E.

From the isotropy property, EU Is also congruent to some LI, Islsk. The set of curves LL

...Lk thus possesses the following property. If you take any curve LI and cut it at some

point P, then the shape of P-LI. the continuation of LI from P onwards, Is congruent to one

of the curves LI.... .4.k. One can meet this requirement by taking all the Li’s to be arcs of

JO
~
IS circles. (Inchiding the limit case of a straight line) since any part of * circ le is

congruent to any other part of equal length. Under certain conditions, the circles solution Is

the q~~ set of curves obeying the above requirement , however I shall not diverge here to

examine these conditions.

Since the produced curves must all be :an,.nt to the edge A to meet the smoothness

• requirement, the prediction Is that the filled-In contour is composed of the arcs of two

circles, one tangent to one edge, the other tangent to the second edge. An additional

restriction Is imposed by the smoothness guideline, which requires that the two arcs share a

common tangent at their meeting point There Ii still, however, an Infinite number of arc-

pairs satisfying all the above conditions. Following the minimum curvature hypothes is let

us pick, out of all the admissible pairs, the pair which mInImizes the total curvature. The

total curva ture of a curve Is defined here as the Integral / (daldl)2 over the curve, where a

is the slope ot the curve. The value ol du!dl at a glven poent P li known as the local

curvature at that point. In the sequel, however, the word ‘curvature’ will refer to total

curvature unless otherwise stated. 

.
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SInce the shape analysis is carrIed out here while trying also to account for Its

generatIng mechanism, an Important problem that naturally arises at this point Is whether a

measure of the total curvature can be computed in a locally connected network. The answer ,

which Is positive and surpris ingly easy Is discussed in the subsequent sect ion where a

network model is presented . Before turning to the model let us compare few examples of

contours generated by the outlined method to those generated by the visual system.

FIgure 2 Is an example of fIgures that generate subject ive contours. The contours

are enhanced by supporting triangles that have a little affect on the perceived shape. (If

the supporting edges are too long or too short the subjective contour does not touch them,

and It also diminishes in strength .) The shape of the contour can be traced by placing a

transparen t paper on the figure and marking the poInts the contour seems to pass through.

Figure 3* compares the resultin g contour for fIgure 2* averaged over 10 subjects with the

curve generated by the above two-arcs method from the two boundary edges (dashed lIne).

The two-arcs curve Is depicted In figure Sb togher with the two generating arcs~ arc I whose

center Is at d and arc 2 whose center Is at c2.

Figure Sb was copied from the disp lay unit of a PDP-1O computer system using a

Tektronix 4632 hard copy unit It had been computed In the followIng way: The set of arc-

pairs can be described as a one-parameter family where the parameter is ~3, the angle

between one of the edges and the line from this edge to the meeting point of the circles.

The mInImum curvatu re pair was found by computing the curvature for 1 degree

increments of 0.
FIgure 4 compares some other actually percleved subjective contours with the ones
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b.

Figure 2

Figures that produces subjective contours .

Compare Za with figure 3 and Zb with curve 1 in figure 4.
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Figure 3

3a: A com parison between an actually percived sub j ective contour and a

contour generated by the two-arcs method (dashed line).

3b: The two arcs that generate the contour in 3a. (__)
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S.

p

Figure 4

A comparison of actually perceived subjective contours with the ones

produced by the two-arcs method (dashed lines ).
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Figure 5

Both a subjective circle and a subjective square crc perceivable .
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generated by the method under the same circums tances. The contour marked as 1 in figure

4 Is produced by the figure in 2b. In figure 5 both a subject ive circle and a square are

perceivable. The circle is in accordance with the method , the square is addressed in the

subsequen t section .

Section 2: A network model for lenerat ing subjective contours.

This section outlines a network model capable of generati ng two-arcs , smoot h,

minimum -curvature contours between two given boundary edges. As the shape analysis In

the preceding sect ion was based in part on the locality assumptio n, a main goa l of the model

Is to verify that the proposed curves of minimum total curvature can be generated by a net

performing only local comput ations. The net Is somewhat serial in nature to facilitate the

study of its properties. However less serial networks performing the same com putat ion are

not inconceivable.

The network Is constructed in three layers.. The first two generate the circles tangent

to the boundary edges, and the third picks the minimum curvature contour.

The first layer: The building -blocks of the net are ori entat ion elements. The net is a

grid of points , and at each point P there are a number of orientation elements coming into

P from neighboring points , and the same number of orientation elements leaving P to

nearby points (The number of the elements at each point depends on the desired angular

resolution. ) Each output element at P Is connected to all the input elements within a range

of some r degrees from it, I.e. all the Incoming elements whose or ientations are between -r/2

and .r/2 of the output orientation (figure 6*). The basic operat ion in the network Is sImply

_ _ _  
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a b

Figures 6 and 7

6a: An out put element is connected to the input elements within an

orientation range of r degrees.

6b: The excitation depends on the angle between the input and the output

elements.

7a: The input elements Ii and 12 cannot be active s imultaneousl y.

lb: 13 and 14 lie on the same orientation and can be active simultaneously .

They constitute an orientation pair.

p 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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f

a local preference for straight lines: each element excites mostly Its coflinear neighbor . U I

Is an orientation element enterin g P from a nearby point , the excitation of the elements

radiating from P will decrease with the angle a between the Input and the out put elements

(f igure 6b). The decreasing function of a Is taken to be (I - ka2) for some constant k, that

Is, the excitalon E(OI) is Io(1 - ka2i). We shall later see that the exact form of the function

is not crucial at all. At a given point P where many orientation elements fan both in and

out of P, the excitation of a given output element Oj is the maximum of all the inputs

connecting to it, namely: E(Oj) - Max 1k4l - ku2i), where I ranges over all the elemetns

connected to Oj. A boundary edge A serves as an input to the network by excitin g from

outside the net one of the orientation elements in the first layer. The excitation scheme can

then be vIewed as a real funct ion E(PIO) whIch gives the excitation at a point P of some

orientation element 0.

The second layer: At the second layer each point P accepts input from a unique

orientation by taking the maximum of the Inputs to P in the first layer. If II and 12 (fIg 7a)

are two orientation elements entering P (in the second layer) It Is impossib le that both will be

active However 13 and 14 (figure Th) can be active simultaneously as they lie on the same

orientation. We shall call such a pair of elements at a poInt, differing by 180 degrees, an

orient atlon-$lr . If A Is n
~w the input to the network, the excIted elements in the second

layer will form the shape of circles lenient to A. I shall briefly sketch the proof of thIs

claim.

(a). Let 01 be an orientation element at some poInt P1 in the first layer, and E(02) be the

( excitation of some other element 02 at a point P2. Let L denote some arbitrary path (a

____ 
________________

—~~~ - —
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sequence of connected elements) from 01 to 02, and let IlL denote the product 11(1 - u2J ) of

all the angles aj between MICCeUIVC elements along L Then E(02) ~ E(0I)oTIL

Proof: Let 31, 32,... .~En be the Intermediate elements between 01 and 02 along L E(BI)

~ E(0l)o(I - ka2 i ) because E(Bl) is the maximum of many terms one of which is E(0I)o(I -

ku2 i) .  For the same reason E(B2) k E(Bl).(1 - ka22 ) E(02) ~ E(Bn)c41 - ku2n.i).

Hence,

(1) E(02) ~ E(01) $ (I - ku2i )s... ...* (I - ku2 n.i), that Is, -

(2) E(02) ~ E(01)eRL

(b) Let L be a locus of excited elements in the second layer rad iating from A and passing :
through 01 (figure 8) (It can be easily verified that from any excited element a unique locus

of excited elements can be traced back to A.) Consider two situations. An A-on situation

where A Is the Input to the net, and an A-Off situation where A Is “turned off” and the new

input to the net Is obtained by exciting 01 by the same E(01) It had In the A-on situation.

Then, for ever y element 0 In the fi rst layer, E(0) In the A-on situation ~ E(0) In the A-off

situation. Also , for the elements on L, E Is the same in the two situatIons. The proof of this

claim follows from (a) and will not be detailed here.

(c) The lad of excited cells radiating from Ol in the second layer Is the same In the A-On

and the A-off situations. To verify this claim consider two inputs to a point P along L an

input I along the curve L, and an Input 1’ from outs ide the curve (figure 8) I being on the

curve means that E(l) ~ E(l’) in the A-on situat ion. From (a) and (b) Is fol lows that E(I)

EU’) In the A-off situation as well. This Implies that the curve L between P and 01

remalnes the same in the A-off situation , for an arbitrary point P along L
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0’

A

FigureS

The shape of the curve from 01 onwards is the same in the Acn and she A-off Mcuatlons

d. (mm) 8.1 8.25 8.5 1.8 2.8

~~ 1.52 1.52 1.55 1.56 1.56

The total curviture 1. 1.514 * i8~

I-

TabIe L

ApproxImating the total curvature by th . product IlL • n(1 - u !dl), ii a function of the . 
-

chord-length dl (In millimeters).

• ~~~~~~~~ -~~~..
.-.-. ~~~~~~~~~
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(d) The excitation pattern of the net does not depend on the actual magnitude of the

excit ation A. This Is true because the curves are determined only by comparIng express ions

of the form A flLI for different trajectories LI.

(e) The network’s structure is homogeneous and isotropic, therefore if A is shifted or

rotated the excitation pastern of the entire net will shift and rotate with it.

The conclusions from (a) to (e) are as follows. If A is turned off and E(01) on, the

shape of L from 01 onwards is unaltered. The same holds when 01 Is excited by an

amount equal to A instead of E(Ol). Together with the isotro py property this entails that

the shape of L from 01 onwards is congruent to the shape of L from A onwards. Since this

is true for an arbItrary 01 along L, L must be an arc of a circle (Including the limit case of

a straight line).

The discussion so far concentrated around single input situations, I.e. A was the only

Input~ When there are two Input edges A and B, the only complete trajectories connecting A

and B on the second layer will be composed of two arc-circles meeting smoothly. The reson

Is that only at such meeting points the element belonging to the A-curve , and the element

belongIng to the S-curve , constitute an orientation pair and can be bath copied to the

second layer.

The third layer: at the third layer the trajectory which minimizes the total curvature

Is picked up. Is had been claimed in the previous sect ion that the curvature computation

can indeed be carried out by the proposed network. In fact, the excitatIon E(0) itself Is

Inversely proportIonal to the total curvature of the trajectory from A to 0, and can serve as

an accurate measure of the total curvature. 

-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~ --~ -~ . .~~~ - --~~ 
-
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Proof. Let L be a phi-degrees arc of some circle of radius R. Devlde the arc Into n

equal chords of length dl each, and let aj denote the angle between elements j and j.L

Then the lImIto(theproduct Jt(i.a2~!dl)when dI -.OisExp.-c (e~~)wherec*s the total

curvature of the arc. While this claim holds true for other curves as well It Is easily

verifiable for a circle where all the aj are equal to phUn. The logar ithm of the above

product Is

(3) n.log (I - u2IdO.

Expanding to a Taylor series one gets:

(4) -n u2ldl • error.

The first term Is equal to -phi ln.dl which converges to -phlIR, comparid to the total

curvature of the arc which is phI/R. The error term for large n Is bounded by 2phI m R  •

whIch vanishes In the lImIt .

It is instructive to observe how well the curvature-product approxImates Eap. -~ For

the contour In figure S the total curvature is 1.514 .10 . The minus logarIthm of the

curvature product 15(1 - u2Idl) is given In table I for dIfferent values of dl. It had been

mentioned that the excitaion funct ion does not have to be exactly (1- ku~). Compare for

Instance n(1 - ku) along two curves f rom A to B. ExpandIng once again the logarithm of

th is product to a Taylot series, the fIrst term Is identical for all the curves in questIon, the

second term gives the curvature measure, and the error term is much smaller than the

second term If dl and a are sgnafl. Note also,Ihat the exact form of the function was

Immaterial In the cIrcle-generation phase. A final remark concerning the tolerance of the

computaion to Inaccuracies Is that If Instead of the minimum curvature contour an arc-pair

— —
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with somewhat higher curva ture Is chosen, the resulting contour will be close spatially to the

minimum curvature one.

The minimum curvature trlj.ctoi y can now be Identified. Let the thIrd layer cell as

P summate the products E(01)oE(02) where 0l~ 02, are an orientation pair at P in the

second layer. The only thIrd layer cells with non-zero actIvIty will be at the points where the

two arcs, one from A and the other from B, meet continuously. Furthermore, the third layer

activity at P wIll measure Eap. -c of the f!ui~ curve connecting A and B and passing

through P. What remains to be done is to erase all the contou rs but the one passIng

through the most excited third layer cell. Perhaps the most straightforward way of

accomplishIng this task Is by copy ing the desired contour alone onto a fourth layer by

starting at the most excited cell and trac ing the two arcs all the way back to A and to B. I

shall not concern myself here with such possible copying mechanIsm as it bears no direct

relevance to the problem at hand.

One modIfication might, however , be required to account for the generations of

subjective corners. If , for example, the third layer cells accept not only orIentatIon-paIrs

separated by ISO but also pairs separated by 90 . then when the radius of the minimum

curvature curve becomes too small, It will be replaced by a cognitive corner. SInce this /

break-down phenomenon depends on the radius of curvature, It should be expected that In

a figure lIke (3), where both a circular and a square subjective contours are perceIvable, the

square w ill predominate with increas ing view ing distance (and decreasing radius), as Is

Indeed the case.

.4, I
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